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I NTRODUCTI ON

Explosive fills for munitions are designed to be difficult to accidentally
detonate. A complicated, though well understood, explosive train technology is
required to intentionally stimulate these materials to a detonation. Almost
all hazards associated with military explosives begin with burning. A mode:;t
thermal initiation (hot spot) can quickly develop into a catastrophe. TypicaI
problem areas are in large caliber weapon in-bore prematures and ;unitions that
are damaged by fragment attack.

Attempts have been umde to improve some military explosives in order to
reduce this deflagration hazard. These programs failed because the mechanismn

. controlling the reaction rates is not well understood. In addition, there was
no laboratory test whtch could evaluate an improvement.

It is the purpose of this report to show that an old, well-established,
technique can be used to expose the factors controlling the burning mechanism
of explosives. It will be demonstrated that slight modifications of an explo-
sive composition can significantly slow the reaction rate of these materials.
This method can provide the explosive formulator with a testing procedure that
will permit him to monitor the results of his efforts to reduce deflagrution
hazards.

EXPERI[MENTAL

Tho tool used in this study is the closed bomb. The standard closed bomb
is a heavy-walled steel container vtth an Internal volume of about 200 cm. it
contaits a closure with an insulat d firing electrode, an exhaust valve. and a
ptlso pressure trantducer. cases that are generated by burning etergetic w-
trtals c4n bW contained within the vessel to a presu:e of about 690 PWa
(100,000 psI). The pressure versus time data developed by those reactions ire
vlectroolcally recorded and stored for computer calculations.

This tool is the work horse of the propellant Industry, It is routinely
used to evaluate surfacet burning propellant tompoitiots. 'nits is do.nt accord-
iog to uVli-established procedures described in re-froncet I through It.

Rxplotivott ire not, rsncrnlly. surface burninA materials. The physival
cot~iitjratonusully breaks up to producoe a noo surface ares at sgo*# point

during mth burnin. This does not invalidato the procedure, These *Aturiak
are brning on the nw urfafcte with the intrinsic Narnion rate of tht cuo nia-

tion. An effort is nevi•, to, doterailo the rate At •hirh the new *urfac4r rea
I4 beitit created, the dietensonso of the new gnaawtry,. and the Intrinsic burning
ft4c ~If the ce4*tOSitjonj.



"PROCEDURE

Much of this work was reported in reference 12. This is another look at those
data with computer tools which were not available at that time. Additional
work which was subsequently performed is also included. Composition (Comp) B
is the explosive vehicle for this study. The method, however, is applicable to
other energetic compositions.

Precise cylindrical geometries were machined from cast Comp B (1% wax),
Comp BW (1% estane), Comp B4 (no additives), and Comp A3 (RDX/WAX, 91/9). They
were machined to provide two significantly different surface areas with respect
to the volume fraction burned for each sample. They were 2.54 cm diameter
cylinders. One was solid and the other, a single perforated grain, contained a
0.953 cm hole in the center. The lengths were adjusted to provide a constant
mass and were approximately 5 cm long. A crushed form of Comp B was also test-
ed. The intent for these samples was to test for surface burning according to
the -propellant linear burning rate theory'.

Two forms of Comp B with estane were tested. In one case, the estane was
precoated on the RDX particle, and, in the other, it was mixed into the hot TNT
melt. These samples in relation to Comp B with and without the standard wax
additive were used to ascertain the role performed by additives in the RDX/TNT
mixture. Each test was provided with massive thermal ignition with 5 grams of
class 7 black powder. This was done to insure simultanenus ignition of the
entire surface area.

RDX is a major constituent of Comp B. Information on its intrinsic burn-
ing rate would be important for understanding the burning mechanism of Comp
B. Therefore, an attempt was made to develop a technique to determine the
linear burning r.ate as a function of pressure for the RDX particle.

RESUtLTq AND DISCUSSION

Pre~ssre •Vrsug Titw H#sureaeot%

The rosults tvported in roterence 12 #htted tht 04ap 8 asd variattao*
thoreoi oxhibit-d a transition• fro* slow to fast burnintg. This trnsttio~t
outtrted at a pr.ssurt, of 60 to 150 *&. Figures I through 3 111ustrato this

tr44ottiotn for Coowp q (waX), coev 11 (sotatk ), antd Coop 44 (No 4dditiV0*).
Those curves #to overlpped o the maxtooo presturt is ipproachedo UOrO totiL
refers to the otatt qf dat4 recording.

tach tigurte ico€ar tho ptesture doevlOp4d vith re$pect tU ti** for tho
4unoof thu' Pvo fttriot (solld cyliodet and 310 tP, Atnee pvtO. Vieunt

I alo loclude* the butninto of cruhed Coop I. Thig ws totetiaIl trowt tho satO
raottn" Vhich vAs. fihgoliIfv crumhod inu* Aft ~ea"' i ~t~v
6,u t;1 h,"4 t"Itti4lI1. the Wnine of rach sati*le iiý inlo tur00 ir tho
".tilinal georet'y. Theo. all 0Wi vrtlatl.ios of c d i hp traSititi.w4 to a
-irolm burn"n" rvotion. Fiettre I how that the l 'hanIcawi- .cI-teý
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_Thp H al;o sh.ares this common burning region with the solid casting.- This
strongly suggests that, at the transition, the physical structure of Camp B is
breaking up, creating new (increased) surface area.

Linear Burning, Rate Calculations

A linear burning rate analysis, based on the "propellant linear burning
rate theory", was performed on each side of the transition for each sample.
This analysis requires that burning progresses only on the surface of the sam-
ple (cigarette style). When all the reqtirements are met, the procedure will
measure the true burning rate. The results for a particular composition would
h.- the %ame for any known geometry.

U The results of these calculations are shown in tables I through 3. In the
after-transition region, it is observed that the burning rates derived fat the
two geometries do not agree for any of the Camp B variations. This shows thtat
the physical structure had changed. Burning in this region is progressing on a
new surface area that is not represented by a surface area regression that is
normal to the original surface. This could be interpreted as a breakup of the
physical structure of Comp B. A breakup would increase the surface area, which
in turn would dramatically increase the burning velocity.

In the pre-transition region, Oorap B and Comp BW (tables 1 and 2) demon-
strate a good example of propellant-type surface burning. The burning rate
agreement derived for the two geometries is excellent for Coup BW to a pressure
of 70 KPa. Regular Comp B shows a slight divergence as this pressure is ap-
proached and Comp 04 (no additives) shows a wide divergence with poor repro-
ducibility (t4ble 3). This tehavior could Indicate that burning is beginnitg
to penetrate into the sample body as a prelude to the breaking up of the physi-
cal structure.

quickness Measurements

Tho differeintiation of the pressure versus time curve (dpldt vs pressure)
it used to calculate thI tinear burning rat. Ithen un•uual burnir-g behavior it
oencountered, a is the case with Coup B, an oxamination of this quickness curve
c0 ca provide a maoon of understanding the process. Since those curves do not
dtrvctly evaluaot fundam-e-ntol propertiott, they must be uoed on a eswarissn
basis. In'roducinr, con'.'ollcd variations, such as suface area, particle site,
concenttation, 4nd co•uostioo (Cadditive), will produco test results% thich can
W evaluated on a cause and effect basis.

Fiturets 4 through 9 utiliac the quick#0ss curve to coapie the butrtng
behavior of saploles which have very different initial surfwce arets (solid
cylinder And 118 t1 single porf). This was d9ae fort th three variatlif oi
C900 a antd fort Covo Al. Cnmpositioo A3 is RMZIUMX (91M9 uhich bad been
ptesscd to a density of l.640 t.1cut'. Since the A400 and coasositieft of thcse
saPles are the sa", the dp/dt (quicknesst) copatres the surfarce atrea butrn-o
1stg. The slope Pf each curve Is an indication of the rate at uhich that
surface area is bei • created.
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Comp B demonstrates the surface burning phase, prior to transition, with
the normal divergence in quickness associated with a variation of the initial
surface area (figures 4, 5, and 6). A very interesting observation, however,
is made in the after-transition region. The sample which begins burning with
the largest surface area (3/8 ID single perf) creates a lesser total surface
area with respect to the solid cylinder. One possible explanation of this is
that the magnitude of the initial surface area of the sample somehow ties up a
volume of material proportional to the surface area and this material does not
participa-e in the breakup that follows the transition.

Comp B Interrupted Burning Test

Supporting evidence for this idea is provided by work performed at Los
Alamos National Labcratory (LANL) (ref 13). They performed an interrupted
burning test on Coop B. A slab of this explosive was ignited, partially
burned, and then quenched. This was done at atmospheric pressure. The
quenched explosive was sectioned, polished, and microscopically examined. This
showed that, to a considerable depth below the extinguished surface, there was
a zone of complete kRX depletion. Thereafter, the RDX particles betame visible
and quickly increased to the normal size. This zone of RDX depletion implies,
for want of a better term, the formation of a complex. A complex of this type
is the concept needed to explain the reversal of surface area creation bhown in
Coop B quickness curves. A complex, formed under the burning surface during
the surface burning phase, would tie up a volume of material proportional to
the surface area. If the complex were not involved in the breakup, the 3/8 ID
single perf grain, at transition, would have a lesser volume of matertal
available for breaking up into a proportionally lesser total surface area than
would the solid cylinder.

In addition, the existence of a complex helps to resolve another dilew-
*a. ThT is the binder for RDX in the explosive Comp 3. References 12 and 14
sh0w that the physical strtcture of TNT breaks up at the very beginning of
combustiorý. Until the concept of the forustion of a complex was Introduced, it
;tas difficult to understond why the 40. Tr blinder did not break up to provide
a oew bur•n•a surface when burned in unito with lOX, as it did when burned
alone.

Rtlationship of Additives to fomtlta of thv Cooplex

Co-1 (1 i-. 7), Ilik@ Coup S. als* do-oonstrates the rovers41 ottrfc
ari4 trtiot vith respect to the Ititial itarfae. 4re4 of tho sasplio. It

* ti4orv* 8 ond 9, It 1# observ"e that Coop $4 (tta additivoeso and Coop A3 01,4
TN'?) do not burtn I thi.s •,nner. The snuph, which breaks up first 0I/1 1•

4 0i4100 poWf 4:rrateg tWh- sraee urfa.il -#rag. This Is rao;106401 *nd vt-
peCte4, if there Is 00 n owlts 4#ar the surftce, rogtrtctlug .• Port isI Of thr
satorial (rto pus. rtaI.• • the breakup. it fallov* thait an 44dftl--c io
ro~uirtd i# the presetot of bath 4DX W TUT in ordor to for* the co4ples.

4•.
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-ffect ot Additive on Camp 4 Bortiing

In ftgure 1U, the quickness curve is used to compar,: the burninr of sever-
al Comp h variations. The variable is the 12 additive. A quick glance shcws
that the prtesence of an additive (wax or estane) is needed to establish tse
surface burning phase of combustion. The estane comparison shows that the
location of the additive is extremely important. When estane was pre-coated on

ithe RDX particle, as oppostd to being mixed into the TNT, it slowed the burning
of the explosive more effectively. It did this by slightly extending the pre-
transition surface burntrir phase. More important, however, a comparison of the
slopes indicates that the rate of fragment creation Is slowed because the
additive is coated on the RDX particles. This suggests that, using the closed
bomb as an evaluating tool, a search should be undertaken for the ideal

U additive (coating).

Observations made, concerning regular comp B, suggest that the manufacturing
process automatically coats the RDX particle with wax. The work reported in
reference 14 shows thar wax does not change the burning characteristics of
TNT. It also pointed out that wax is virtually unmixable with TNT. However,

* when crystalline RDX is added to the hot TNT/wax melt, the wax is easily drawt
into the mixture. The only possible place for it to go is on the surface of
the RUX particle.

Logically, it follows that an inert coating on the RUX particle mst func-
tion as an inhibitor. The inhibitor must delay, even if only infiiiltesitAlly,
the initiation of each particle. The total effect of these delays would be to
slow the rate of surface area reaction. When the search for the ideal additive
is msde, mAtortals with good insulating and therval stability propertie* should
be considored first.

IntrInstc burn Rate of RUX Particle fron Closed Bomb *-sure•ots

The clooed bomb can do sro than function 4* a day-to-day vor1kian tool.
ft catt help unravel the burnitnt tchainlis of 6owivcs such as Coep 0. The
eheroulynamIcs end physitc of the transition zo"e tust b. very eoamplicated, but
tho irtorfaed of thig aofto oust accelerato a, A function of pressure into the

* body of thle unracted solid. It cust 'fgave behia- fragments vith a pradient tii
both *iav (related to froetion burned) and particle density (space betuven
parteiclo-). These j=arltile or fraeentes out btrn i|ditvdually on their our-
iact_ cAcCtdtdt to 01rf acO bUating 11#a0 t ,'tirts9son lawS. It Is 40C kftow how
the 4i91 oad mt Inmtract with 4ech other duritnt this pha of buar iiAn, but
k#Wing tho t insif- burniag rate of the c¢ouitstitts Wuld be helpful toward

* ntravolitfg tho raysteoy.

'TMref•r', a" attenvt Vas owde tq develop a 1WthVd to deterftisF the bOjrn-
lto. tate of M 4s a function af pressurt firom clased boo~b ciuain. Tho
4ssu~ption is tade that the "I particle burns on Ito wtrtface, asid a lItear
re�rgtsiton analysis of the Correct •eoeotrv will dovelop the s7n4 buroino rates

* with respect tu pressure for RDX ith differeot particle sizes.

Class 7 black pqnude, the mtandarO itsnlter used in closed bonb work. bur"'s
Slower thau the Ui0X that It I' Inteuded to 1nI|ti. Reasanable •qccess was



obtained by using Hivelite powder, a very high burning-rate prtpellant, as an
igniter. An approach to the simultaneous ignition of the entire surface area
is extremely important to this analysis. In the work discussed )":re, 25% to
30% of the RDX had been consumed before total surface area ignit•n)- was ob-
tained. This can be improved in the future by dividing the charge spa igniting
many small packets. This may also have the advantage of cancell , out the
development of pressure waves.

A straight line log-log burning rate curve is developed whv- • material
burns on the surface and the correct geometrical shape is used ihe calcula-
tions. This was the result when a sphere was assumed for the - afiguration of
RDX (figure I1, table 4). Apparently, the particle melts -d cohesivc forces
pull it into the configuration of a sphere, which then bu;i. on the surface.
The particle diameter used in the calculations were crudely estimated from an
average of a sieve size cut. They contain a signific,.'it error which could
change the coefficient in the burning rate equation. In the future, the parti-
cle diazeter will be based on its density and average aass.

When applied to RDX, the exponent, n, in the burning rate equation

r a apn

where

r a-rate, cm/s

P a pressure, MPa

is about 0.7 to 0.8. This is a reasonable value for an energetic mAtertal.
The coefficient, a, is about 1.0. This value ti probably tn gross error; the
intention, however, is to point out an approach for determininS the Intrinsic
burning rate of RDX that may have potential*

MOCLJJSIONS

The cloyed boOb can be used ** a working tool to observv the bhurnig be-
havior of explosives. It can expose the factors controlliat the- burning evea
if the fundownetslt of the mechantim are sot completel-y understooCl In .-a
explosive like Coop S. it has been demofatrated thtt * sodification to Its
burni•g behavlor cao be observed. The additive esane (coate4 on the OOX par-
ticle) slows the buraing wir effectivaly tha-n oax. There oust W- nany other
materisls that can slow the burniog %or*, thuo making a safer Coop S. Thc

* d|oaed boob, 4 simple laboratory tool, cao bo used to select the additive uhich
vould do this.

In addition, thore #re observstios, drwnu ftro tht clotsd boaS, tho c€n
p•ravtdt a rud. to the ekplogiv_ foraulator it the search for 4ti loorov.04 e NP
6.
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I. Comp B undergoes a transition from a region where the material burns
on its surface to where the composition breaks up and burns on the newly-
created surface of its fragmented parts.

2. During the initial surface burning phase, a complex is formed at a
significant depth below the surface. This blend of RDX and TNT does not par-
ticipate in the breakup phase of burning.

3. T"he formation of the complex requires the presence of an additive (wax
or estane).

*i 4. Additives can change the rate at which new surface area is being cre-
ated during the breakup phase of burning. Some additives do this more effec-

tively than others.

5. Additives modify the burning of Comp B because they are coated on the
RDX particle.

6. Additives appear to act as inhibitors which infinitesimally delay the
initiation of each RDX particle.

7. Particles of RDX melt and form spheres which burn on the surface when
they are burned alone. It is highly probable that they do so when released
from the Comp B solid during the breakup phase of burning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

SThe work, as described in this report, was a learning experience. Much
was learned about the use of the equipment, the interpretation of the data, and
the burning behavior of Comp B. Insight into the combustion process of Comp B
was developed, but much of it is iterpretive and based on inference. The work
needs to be expanded and placed on a solid foundation. A period of acquiring
data, with scrupulous attention to detail, is needed.

4Q The objective of this work should be to separate and measure the rate of
surface area creation from the intrinsic burning rate of the fragmented
parts. These fundamental properties could then be combined in suitable equa-
tions to predict explosive-burning in situations that might occur in in-bore
prematures and munitions damaged by fragment attack.

.An accurate measurement of the intrinsic burning rate of TNT and the RDX
"particle is needed in relation to closed bomb measurements on specially-made
Comp B samples. These samples should incorporate variations in all parameters
which affect its burning behavior (i.e. RDX particle size, its concentration,
"substitute additives, additive concentration, etc.). Utilizing the intrinsic
burning rate of the constituents in combination with various possibilities, it

0 may be possible to develop equations which describe the burning behavior of
Comp B.

7
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Table 1. Composition B, linear burning rate calculation

Pre-transition region After-transition region

Pressurea Burning rate, cm/s Pressureb Burning rate, cm/s
4 MPa Solid Perf MPa Solid Perf

13.79 1.0*0.5 1.1±0.6 179.3 280*25 76±21

20.68 1.7*0.6 1 .8*-0. 8 193.1 308*26 81*19

27.58 2.6*-0.6 2.6*1.0 206.8 337±26 85+18

34.47 3.5*0.5 3.5*1.0 220.6 366*26 89±16

41.37 4.6*0.4 4.4*1.0 234.4 396±27 94±15

48.26 5.8±0.3 5.3*1.0 248.2 426+27 98±13

55.16 7.1*0.6 6.3*0.9 262.0 457±27 102*12

62.05 8.5*1.0 7.4:0.8 275.8 488*27 106±11

68.95 10.0-1.6 8.5±0.7 289.6 520*27 111±10

a Pressure (MPa) equivalent to pressure (psi) 2K to 10K step IK.

bpressure (KP*) equivalent to pressure (psi) 26K to 42K step 2K.
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Table 2. Composition BW, linear burning rate calculation

Pre-transition region After-transition region

Pressures Burning rate, cm/s Pressureb Burning rate, cm/s
MPa Solid Perf MPa Solid Perf

13.79 1.2±0.1 1.3±0.2 179.3 120±25 60±8

20.68 2.0*0.1 2.1*0.2 193.1 164.24 66±8

27.58 2.910.1 3.0±0.2 206.8 220±20 71±8

* 34.47 3.9±0.1 4.0±0.2 220.6 290±15 77±9

41.37 4.8±0.1 5.0±0.3 234.4 376±19 82±10

48.26 5.9*0.1 6.0±0.3 248.2 482*41 88±11

5-.16 7.0*0.1 7.1*0.3 262.0 609±80 94±12

62.05 8.1*0.1 8.31*0.4 275.3 762±133 99*14

68.95 9.2±0.1 9.4±0.4 289.6 945±205 105±16

apressure (HPa) equivalent to pressure (pvi) 2K to 10K step IK.

bpressure ZMPa) equivalent co -ressure (psi) 26K to 42K step 2K.
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Table 3. Composition B4, linear burning rate calculation

Pre-transition region After-transition region

Pressurea Burning rate,_cm/s Pressureb Burning rate, cm/s
MPa Solid Perf MPa Solid Perf

13.79 0.5*0.2 0.8*0.3 179.3 689133 296*45

20.68 1.4*0.2 1.8*0.2 193.1 765*34 296037

27.58 3.0±0.3 3.2*0.1 206.8 843135 296*31

34.47 5.5*1.0 4.9*1.7 220.6 924*38 296024

41.37 9.1*2.6 7.1*3.3 234.4 1007h40 296*20

48.26 14.0*5.2 9,8*3.3 248.2 1092*43 296*16

55.16 20.3*8.9 13.0*5.2 262.0 1179*47 296±14

62.05 28.3±14.3 16.8*7.9 275.8 1268*52 297±14

68.95 38.2±21.4 21.1*11.1 289.6 1359*58 297±17

apressure (MPa) equivalent to pressure (psi) 2K to 10K step IK.

bpressure (MPa) equivalent to pressure (psi) 26K to 42K step 2K.
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Table 4. Closed bomb burning rate of RDX - various particle sizes

Burning rate. cm/s

* Pressure 605 427 301 137

12 6.2 7.5 7.6 6.1

16 7.9 9.1 9.4 7.6

20 9.7 10.5 11.1 9.1

24 11.3 11.8 12.7 10.5I

28 13.0 13.0 14.3 11.9

32 14.6 14.2 15.8 13.2

36 16.2 15.3 17.3 14.5

40 17.8 16.4 18.7 15.7

1
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